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BMS introduces PowerBullet Extended

PRESS RELEASE

Toronto, Canada July 10, 2010 – BMS Factory is proud to introduce the newest member of the PowerBullet 
family – PowerBullet Extended. It incorporates all the best features of PowerBullet technology in one 
crafty little vibrator operating on a single AAA battery. This smart tool will be available in September, 
2010. Please contact BMS Factory customer service to grab this gorgeous device to banish your autumn 
blues.

BMS Factory is appealing to customer demands for a sophisticated product built with simple operations. 
Finally BMS Factory has produced the PowerBullet Extended that fuels on AAA batteries. 
PowerBullet Extended is the new favorite because it is easy to assemble and has batteries that are 
accessible anywhere.

PowerBullet Extended will not disappoint you – it knows the important urgency customers have for 
adult novelty goods that work immediately and work effectively. The infamous cap easily twists on and off 
to make your wireless vibe completely waterproof and the notorious 3-speed control adds super-charged 
intensity to your sensations.

BMS Factory is adding variation to its newest creation. Coated in silky soft breeze and shiny UV materials, 
PowerBullet Extended appeals to everyone with its luscious array of colors. The suave vibrator 
conceals its naughty habits with its rounded bullet body, making this product a sexy addition to your 
collection of mysterious goods.

BMS Factory is always improving and reconstructing its products to create the most innovative and 
successful items available in the adult industry.  PowerBullet Extended is another amazing masterpiece 
BMS Factory has created with its phenomenal team of creative engineers making sure that customers are 
continuously satisfied with PowerBullet technology.

About BMS Factory:
BMS Factory emerges as the newest celebrity representing successful Canadian business. With a factory in China and 
numerous distributors around the world, BMS Factory is expanding its production with the “Powered by PowerBullet” brand. 
At BMS Factory, Power is Everything.

Original PowerBullet 2.5” PowerBullet Extended 3.5”


